Identification of Cooper’s and Sharp-shinned Hawks
Though Accipiter (Sharp-shinned, Cooper's, Northern Goshawk) ID is quite challenging, it is
possible, with practice, to confidently separate and identify them in the field.
Accipiters: Sharp-shinned vs. Cooper's. Discussion # 1: Tail tips

Figure 1A: Sharp-shinned & Cooper’s Hawk: tail tip: When viewed from the backside (dorsal),
the tail tip of a Sharp-shinned and a Cooper's is quite similar. In the field, it would be hard to
judge whether the tip is squared-off or rounded....most especially on distant birds. The underside
(ventral) view offers a useful perspective: note the graduated tail feather length on the Cooper's
(at right); a feature derived from shorter outer tail feathers. The graduated length is most
pronounced when the feathers are held tightly closed. Many pictures posted to online groups
showcase a Coop or Sharp-shinned, perched, facing the camera. If in view, it's quite useful to
take a look at underside of the tail tip in this instance.
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Figure 2A: Recently (Mid February - 24 February 2015) three of such photos (perched, ventral view) of
Cooper's Hawks have graced the Ontario Birds page: Left to right. Credit: Alfred Marques, Lech Jedral
and Adam Triska. Note the strongly graduated tail feathers.

Figure 3A: Cooper's (top), Sharp-shinned (bottom). Note that some Sharp-shinned Hawks show a slight
graduation to the tail feather length but this feature shows to a lesser degree (length-wise) than what is
typically seen with Cooper's.
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Figure 4A: Cooper's (top), Sharp-shinned (bottom); backside (dorsal) view. Note: attempting to identify
to species by using the rounded vs. squared-off tail-tip motto can be quite misleading. For example, see
the top left tail? A “squared-off” Coop’ tail….scroll up above to see the underside (ventral) view of the
same bird, at top left, and note the strong graduation in tail feather length.

Identification of Cooper’s and Sharp-shinned Hawks
Sharp-shinned vs. Cooper's. Discussion # 2: Identification of juveniles
Continuing on from our first discussion, labelled: "Tail tips", the focus shifts to another
identification challenge: separating juveniles of the two species. A quick note: the adult plumage
of both these species is very similar and, as such, will not be handled as a separate identification
discussion. The last segment, labelled: "Putting it all together", focuses on the entire
package....the entire suite of characters to look for when making a solid case for identifying a
hawk as either Sharp-shinned or Cooper's. As I expected, I am very much enjoying this process
and thank Justin Peter for asking me to cover these identification discussions with Ontario Birds
members.
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Figure 1B: Backside (dorsal) view of Cooper's (top) and Sharp-shinned (bottom) Hawks. Note
the distinctly tawny head and nape to the Cooper's (at top); this feature is greatly reduced in
Sharp-shinneds (at bottom). A tawny wash to the head is a feature that can be shared with
juvenile goshawks, but most juvenile Sharp-shinned Hawks do not show this (Liguori, 2011).
Overall, both species show a brownish wash throughout and showcase varying degrees of
"spotting" or areas of paleness.
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Figure 2B: The tawny nape is a useful ID checkpoint esp. when the rest of the bird is obscured,
such as this example of a juvenile Cooper's photographed by Christina Scott in Toronto in
February 2015.

Figure 3B: Underside (ventral) view: Cooper's (at top), Sharp-shinned (at bottom): Cooper's
typically show light streaking but the intensity of which does vary (Liguori, 2011). The streaks
tend to be thin and sharply defined, thickest at the chest and weakening toward the lower belly.
With Sharp-shinneds, the underparts are typically heavily streaked with reddish brown, the
heaviest of which occurs along the belly; note also, the streaks are blotchier throughout.
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Figure 4B: The dense rufescent streaking seen on juvenile Sharp-shinned Hawks is quite
consistent across the board. Here are two lovely juveniles captured by Darwin Kent (left) and
Chris Traynor (right).

Figure 5B: Noting the underside streaking here... a comparison pic of a textbook juvenile Sharpshinned at left, photographed by Christine DeVilla and a textbook juvenile Cooper's at right,
photographed by Murray Shields.
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Figure 6B: A wrap up of the discussion themes covered so far: tail tip and juvenile plumages: At
left, a prime-time juvenile Cooper's (brilliant capture, Gordo Laidlaw); at right, a seal-the-deal
Sharp-shinned (perfect, Herman Veenendaal). Working on Cooper's we see: a tawny wash to the
head, fine, crisp streaks heaviest at the chest and tapering toward the belly and an underside to
the tail that is distinctly graduated in length. Working on Sharp-shinned, now, we see: a
brownish was to the head (same coloration at its shoulder), thick reddish-brown streaks
thickening around the belly and a tail tip that lacks the classic, graduated feature that is
commonly seen on Cooper's.

Identification of Cooper’s and Sharp-shinned Hawks
Sharp-shinned vs. Cooper's. Discussion # 3: Identification of adults
A few quick notes on adult ID then moving on to the "putting it all together" segment; of which can be
accessed ONLY through reading the PDF document I will be uploading to this page later tonight! …Oh,
hi….nice to see you’re reading this now….congrats to me, another victory for Jon vs. Grey’s Anatomy
(prime-time or PVR’d)! ..
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Figure 1C: Adult Cooper's (awesome shot, Gillian Floyd) at left and adult Sharp-shinned (amazing pic,
Benny Tsang) at right. Adult Cooper's and adult Sharp-shinned Hawks are nearly identical underneath.
Both are whitish below with dense rufous barring (Liguori 2011). With both species, some sexual
dimorphism (male - female plumage and size differences) can be observed, most especially with mature
(2+ years) adults. With males, the backside (dorsum) tends to be washed with deep bluish tones and with
females the backside tends to be washed with brownish gray tones. As an example, the bird at right in the
above photo (adult Sharp-shinned Hawk) is a male showcasing typical male coloration.

Figure 2C: Of the key separating characteristics between the two species, the PALE NAPE of a Cooper's
Hawk is paramount. Note here on this lovely adult specimen the pale nape. Nice shot, Murray Shields.
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Figure 3C: The pale nape on a Cooper's (at left) creates a beautiful "capped" look atop the head. Note the
transition here: dark cap...pale cheek and nape....upper back; great shot at left, Robert Gerald Porter. Note
the lack of a "capped" look re: the adult Sharp-shinned at right. Awesome shot, Rob Mueller.

Figure 4C: Nikki Rosen's capture of a Cooper's. Nice close-up showcasing the dark "cap" and pale nape.
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Figure 5C: Mature adult male Cooper's Hawks are striking birds. Blood red eye, icy gray cheek and nape
and vibrant orange (the orangish underparts tend to be more intense in males of both species) to the
underside: Credit: Chris Traynor (left), Murray Shields (right).

Identification of Cooper’s and Sharp-shinned Hawks
Sharp-shinned vs. Cooper's. Discussion # 4:
The Suite or: How I learned to Stop Worrying and Love Accipiter Identification
You’ve made it this far….awesome job. Accipiter, specifically, Sharp-shinned vs. Cooper’s ID, will
always be one of those keystone ID challenges. It may take some time to develop confidence when
identifying one over the other and I recommend using a field guide, esp. a raptor specific one (anything
by Liguori, Clarke, Wheeler, Crossley, etc.) to help with the ID process. As always, there will be those
scouring online bird groups looking for an opportunity to assist in accipiter ID (uh, count me as one!) but
the absolute experts in the field have put together amazing and invaluable field guides and I highly
suggest investing in one. Head down that rabbit hole and you’ll be happily lost in the endlessly beautiful
and fascinating world of raptor ID 
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Figure 1D: Scenario: An accipiter dashing off from a tree in your yard. You snapped a few pics and run
and upload them onto your computer for review. So, what do we have here? Relatively thin streaking,
busiest along the chest, tapering around the belly; a proportionally long tail with distinct graduation in tail
tip length and the head….has a touch of tawny, doesn’t it? Looks great for juvenile Cooper’s; nice bird!
Credit: Joshua McCullough.

Figure 2D: Scenario: You peer outside and notice a hawk in the yard. Lifting your bins and centering the
hawk subject in view, observing from the top down: notice the small, rounded brownish head, light bill,
large eye (bug-eyed), thick rufescent streaks, thin toes, moderately long tail lacking the distinct graduated
tips that are seen on a Cooper’s. Beautiful juvenile Sharp-shinned Hawk. Credit: Hugh Metcalfe.
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Figure 3D: Small, rounded brownish/reddish head, eye not as bug-eyed as some…but, bug-eyed, bill
doesn’t appear incredibly “light” here (this ain’t no dainty bird!) but lighter than what’s seen on a
Cooper’s, the deal-sealer: thick rufescent streaking. I have seen other angles of the above bird and will
caution: by size, this is as Coop’ as they come….a large female Sharp-shinned. Credit: Karen Chanyi
Parsons.

Figure 4D: Large, “blocky” head, “hackles” (Google: “hackles”) are raised…really lending to the blocky
headed look, tawny head and nape (key theme to Cooper’s juveniles), heavy bill (compare to Sharpshinned above) and blunter forehead, thin, sharp streaks to upper breast; a lovely Cooper’s. Credit:
Norbert Haché.
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Figure 5D: Scenario: A backyard visitor! Note the large, “blocky” head, tawny wash to head and nape,
proportionally small eye (lacks bug-eyed look) which is distinctly forward-set on its head, moderately
heavy bill (heavier than Sharp-shinned), proportionally long tail (proportionally longer than Sharpshinned); a beautiful juvenile Cooper’s. Credit: Lorraine Elworthy.
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Figure 6D: Note: rounded head, huge eye proportional to head size (bug-eyed), relatively light bill,
orangish barring on a white base color (signifying adult…as well, note eye color = reddish), extremely
thin “shins” (tarsi), very thin and dainty toes. Lovely adult Sharp-shinned Hawk.

Figure 7D: This is a real tricky one but some key identifiers are present in this shot. Note: Large blocky
head, “capped” with a dark cap and pale cheek and nape, note the small eye size which is quite forwardset in orientation, the bill here is quite light, underside is heavily barred with orangish color (adult),
wow…very thin “shins” (tarsi) and thin toes for a Coop. Lastly, noting the tail…a classic graduated tail
tip length. Geeze…a Coop…a real dainty one. Great ID work! Photo credit: Ed McAskill.
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Figure 8D: “Blitzing across the yard.” You managed a few pics of that fast-dashing Accipiter…let’s
check ‘em out. From this pic: large head washed with tawny coloration, thin sharp streaking to the
underside, busiest along the chest, tapering along the belly, proportionally long tail with a distinct
graduated tail tip. No problem for you at this point. Juvenile Cooper’s!

QUIZ

Figure 1E: Name that species….AND…age ‘em! Photo credit: Eric Code (left), Barb Arsenault (right).
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